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know your mountains 
Washington's fourth highest peak, 10,778-foot Mount Baker, has an 
extensive glacial system second only to Mount Rainier, with 12 glac-
iers totaling 31 square miles of ice. A volcano, Mount Baker last 
erupted in 1870. Several routes are described in the "Climber's Guide 
to the Cascade and Olympic Mountains of Washington" published by 
the American Alpine Club. A study of Mount Baker's Easton Glacier 
by William Long appears on page four. 
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(Editor's Note: We hope readers are 

pleased with the addition of color re-

production of slide transparencies il-

lustrating articles in SUMMIT. The 

reproductions in the June and this 

issue are our first attempt at color 

separation; we are confident that they 

will improve in future issues. We hope 

that this will encourage more of our 

readers to write articles for SUMMIT 

now that they can be illustrated with 

35mm or larger slide transparencies. 

All slides will be handled carefully 

and returned to the owner.)  

SUMMIT, a mountaineering magazine, is published monthly, except 

February and August, from a site high in the mountains. Contributions 

of articles, photographs, and transparencies are welcomed. Photographs 

and transparencies will be returned after publication. Copyright 1966 by 

J.M. Crenshaw and H.V.J. Kilness. Second class mail privileges auth-

orized at San Bernardino, California. Send all changes of address, 

subscription orders, and correspondence to SUMMIT Magazine, Big Bear 
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Photo by the Author 
The patient's view of his rescuer during a cliff lower. 

Men of mountain rescue are endowed by the 
general public with an aura of self-sacrifice and 
heroism. Many and wonderful are said to be their 
motives. Yet when met face to face they are 
found to be no more nor less than ordinary men. 
Few of them pause to ponder why they do what 
they do. 

The onlooker tends to imagine that they pos-
sess an all-abounding love of their fellow man. 
Much is made of the dangers they may face and 
their supposed lack of care for self-preservation. 

The cynic may think that these are men seek-
ing adventure or excitement. He may even jeer 
at morbid curiosity. Many suppose that glory and 
fame are their reward. Few realize that there is 
never monetary gain—all are volunteers. 

Those who have been on an actual rescue know 
that all these supposed motives are untrue. There 
is little pleasure, excitement or glory to be found. 
Few rescuers talk later about their experiences, 
however great the hero-worship which they 
2  

might receive. Instead of material gain there is 
frequently loss of time, earnings and equipment. 

Most rescues involve long, weary hours of hard 
work with few moments of drama or danger. En-
thusiasm soon dies when each black mass turns 
out to be only a rock and not what the imagina-
tion fancied it might be. After long frustrating 
hours in cold, wet, dark and windy places it is 
difficult to feel love for the victim who caused 
the outing. Especially is this so when, as so often 
happens, the accident was due to gross careless-
ness or stupidity. 

Although all team members would deny that 
they "enjoyed" their task, all are willing to go 
out again when required. It may be with grumb-
ling or cursing, but they rarely seriously consider 
refusing. Why then do they go? 

On every rescue they are sustained by the 
thought that somewhere out there a hurt but 
live human being is awaiting their help. This 



of Mountain Rescue 
By Gordon Waddell 

hope is secretly sustained even when logic indi-

cates that it is no longer possible to save life. 

When a body is found the heart goes out of the 

team, the purpose is lost, and the carry becomes 

a soul-destroying, mechanical task. 

It is sometimes felt that, "There, but for the 

grace of God, go I". This is often said to be a 

good reason for going out, as a kind of insurance 

against the day when others will come for you. 

"Do unto others as you would have others do 

unto you". Logical though this may be, none of 

us really believe it. Accidents always happen to 

"someone else", and I will never need to be 

rescued. 
When an injured mountaineer is found, and 

when he is brought safely down, his rescuers 

cannot help but feel a deep satisfaction. Inwardly 

they know that they have achieved something 

which can only be described in such trite words 

as "right" and "good". They feel better men for 

having proved themselves able to do something  

above themselves. This perhaps is their reward 

—nothing material, not even what others may 

say or think, but what they have humbly learned 

it has been in their power to do. 

Lloyd Douglas, in his book "Magnificent Ob-

session", depicts a man who helped others but 

insisted on secrecy. When a debtor wished to re-

pay his loan this man refused to accept, saying, 

"I've used it all up myself!" Perhaps this may 

be applied to the men of mountain rescue: as 

they give and do unto others, they themselves 

receive their reward. They may not consciously 

heed, they may not even appreciate the existence 

of this ideal. If they do, it is with humility before 

something greater than themselves. It is a debt 

which they never expect to be repaid, because 

they have "used it all up themselves". Material 

reward or public acclaim could only obscure this 

more nebulous, so much more valuable, inner 

reward. 
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Fig. 1. Easton Glacier 

and Mount Baker in 1917. 

Photo by George Ely 

Mt. Baker's Disappearing Glacier 
By William A. Long 

Mount Baker, a glacier-crowned volcanic peak, 

is located in the North Cascades, about 30 miles 

east of the tidewater city of Bellingham and 

about 15 miles south of the Canadian border. 

Washington's fourth highest summit, it rises to 

an elevation of 10,775 feet above sea-level and 

carries nine large glaciers. The Easton Glacier 

begins at the summit plateau and flows down the 

south-west side of the mountain. 
The 1907 Mount Baker quadrangle map places  

the terminus of Easton Glacier at an elevation of 

about 4100 feet, or one mile northwest of 

Schrieber Meadows. In 1952 the writer visited 

George Ely, an old-timer then living at Concrete, 

who said that the glacier occupied this advanced 

position during the first decade of this century. 

One of Ely's photographs (Fig. 1), taken in 1917, 

is a view of Easton Glacier taken from the trough 

side of the huge Railroad lateral moraine. This 

photograph indicates that the glacier terminus 
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Fig. 3. View taken from nearly 
same position as figure 1. Huge lateral 

moraines were deposited 
by Easton Glacier when the ice occupied the 

barren glacial trough. Mount Baker 
in background. 

Fig. 2. Mount Baker from Park Butte, about 1925, 
showing Deming Glacier and the Black Buttes at 
left, an Easton Glacier on right. Photo by George Ely 

Fig. 4. Mount Baker with Easton Glacier on right. 
Compare view with figure 2. 
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Fig. 5. Aerial photograph, 
about 1931, showing Mount 

Baker from the south. 
Easton Glacier is at center, oc-

cupying upper end of barren 
glacial trough. Dotted lines show 

relative positions of the 
ice in 1907, 1917, and 1925. 

"X" marks the place where the 
Mountaineers painted the orange 

arrow showing the 1934 
terminus. 

Photo by U.S. Forest Service 

lay 400 to 600 feet (by estimate) behind the 1907 
position. A second photograph (Fig. 2) by Ely, 
taken from Park Butte, is a view of the south-
west side of Mount Baker, and it shows very well 
the area covered by the glacier in 1925. Two pic-
tures (Figs. 3 and 4) taken by the writer in 1952 
duplicate Ely's photographs with respect to the 
coverage of the glacier. In 1925 the terminus 
stood at an elevation of about 4800 feet, while in 
1952 it was at 5500 feet. From 1907 to 1952, it 
was estimated that the glacier had receded at 
least one and one-third miles. 

Figure 5, an aerial photograph taken in 1931, 
shows Easton Glacier after receding more than 
three-fourths mile from the 1907 position. Pano-
ramic photographs, taken in September 1935 by 
the United States Forest Service from Dock 
Butte fire lookout house (8 miles south of Mount 
Baker), place the terminus at an elevation of 
about 5200 feet, or at the same elevation as the 
lookout house. This elevation was established 
with fair accuracy, because a horizontal line on 
the photographs connecting points of elevation 
equal to the height of Dock Butte almost exactly 
coincides with the end of the glacier at it 1935 
position. 

The Hamilton quadrangle map, made by multi-
plex methods from aerial photographs taken in  

1947, shows the terminus at an elevation of about 
5450 feet. By comparing the 1947 pictures with 
those taken by the writer in 1952, it was esti-
mated that the glacier had receded about 600 
feet during this five-year period. 

Records kept by the Mountaineers, Seattle, are 
shown below. 

Measurements of Recession of Easton Glacier 
Recession (feet) 

1934-35  190 
1935-36  170 
1936-37  116 
1937-40  429 

6-year average  905 
From 1935 until 1937 the Mountaineers measured the 

annual recession of Easton Glacier on Mount Baker. 
However, during the years 1938 and 1939 no measure-
ments were taken. Therefore, the figures acquired this 
year must be made into a 3-year average. 

The terminus of the Easton Glacier forms two thin 
tongues of ice, of which the eastern one is the longer. 
Because of the small amount of ice in these tongues 
recession may be quite rapid during the next few years. 
The Easton Glacier was measured October 13, 1940, by 
Fred Beckey, Paul and Ed Kennedy. 

On August 20, 1952, the writer and Carl Ben 
Carey measured the distance from the orange-
painted marker made by the Mountaineers at the 
1934 terminus and found it to be 2210 feet. This 
figure shows that in the 18-year period ending in 
1952, the glacier had retreated at an average rate 
of 123 feet a year. 
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Photo by Dee Molenaar 

Tb S u 
If one compared the mountain climbers' search 

for new routes on Mt. Rainier to a war, it could 
be said that the conflict is nearing an end, and 
the mopping-up of isolated pockets of resistance 
is rapidly drawing to a close. One of the mount-
ains much discussed pockets is Sunset Amphi-
theater, the large cirque on the west side of the 
peak. The Puyallup and South Mowich glaciers 
head under the Amphitheater headwall. It is this 
headwall below Liberty Cap that has intrigued 
the mountain climber. 

There is enough resemblance between this 
cirque and the Willis Wall on Rainier's north side 
8  

to keep most climbers at a respectful distance. 
Many people have seen it from the Tahoma Gla-
cier route, but from this direction the headwall 
achieves its most awesome appearance. Two 
other routes skirt both sides of the Amphithea-
ter, and have attracted only a few climbers. 
Rockfall darkens the lower part of this area by 
late July, increasing the danger factor consid-
erably. 

A group composed of Dave Mahre, Jim Wick-
wire, Fred Stanley, Don McPherson and the 
writer decided upon a date in late July of 1965 
to make an attempt of this route. The view of the 



Photo by Dee Molenaar 

By Gene Prater 

amphitheater from near the town of Packwood 
was most impressive, but as the day wore on and 
we began hiking, the aspect was far more en-
couraging. From the west, our direction of ap-
proach, the headwall was in profile, and the 
slope was much gentler than it appeared from 
the direct south view. 

In general, the route led up the headwall from 
11,000-foot St. Andrews Rock toward Liberty 
Cap, 14,117 feet. Above the 'schrund of the gla-
cier three separate snowpatches led up and left 
toward a long, thin strip of snow. This strip, 
which we called the Ramp, ended perhaps 500  

feet below Liberty Cap, apparently on a blank 
cliff face. The only apparent problems were the 
'schrund and the exit off the Ramp. The snow 
was still clean, indicating a lack of rockfall, so 
the outlook was good. 

Camp was made at 9300 feet on the Puyallup 
Cleaver and was shared with another climbing 
group. A gusty wind shook the tent all night, but 
this helped prevent over-sleeping. However, at 
1 A.M. a large cloud cap was observed covering 
the top of Rainier, so sleep continued until 5 
A.M., when it was noticed the cap was gone. We 
left camp at 6 A.M. and quickly climbed the 2,000 
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feet up and around the north side of St. Andrews 
Rock. 

To cross the 'schrund we were forced to the 
right and below the north end of the Tahoma 
ice cliff, which was done quickly. Returning to 
the main route involved a traverse just above 
the 'schrund around rotten rock buttresses. This 
was the crux of the climb, and involved the only 
real belaying necessary. 

The snowpatches above were deeply suncupped, 
providing excellent steps. Several rockfall 
trenches were crossed, about three feet deep and 
six inches wide. Being in the shade of the moun-
tain during morning hours, however, they were 
still inactive. Easy scree slopes separated the 
snow patches, so this long-untouched route was 
turning out to be fairly simple. 

The Ramp was somewhat steeper, but the sun-
cups provided such a perfect stairway that no 
belays were needed. In fact, these deep cups with 
their spikes of snow would have made it very 
difficult to fall any distance. Something would 
have caught on the spikes for sure. The Ramp 
also forms a sharp ridge, so once on it, we were 
protected from rockfall. This was reassuring as 
the last rockfall grooves were beginning to 
trickle gravel by the time we gained the Ramp, 
about 10:15 A.M. 

From here we could see that a deep gully above 
would provide exit from the Ramp and through 
the next cliff band. Once in the gully, the slope  

eased off to Liberty Cap. A sparkling stream of 
melt-water in this gully re-filled our canteens for 
the last time at about 14,000 feet, an abnormal 
luxury on the cold, windy upper slopes of Rainier. 

14,117-foot Liberty Cap was reached at 12:30 
P.M. The descent was begun promptly, since it is 
a long return journey down Mt. Rainier to the car 
at St. Andrews Creek on the West Side Highway 
nearly 11,000 feet below. As once before, the 
steep curving trough known as "The Sickle" on 
the north edge of the upper Tahoma Glacier had 
a stable veneer of snow on it. Careful glissades 
brought us quickly to the crevasse-torn area at 
its base. Some careful route selection brought 
us through this to just above St. Andrews Rock. 
Here we rested, re-examined the climbing route, 
noted the waterfalls in each gully and listened to 
the rockfall down slopes that four or five hours 
earlier had been frozen and silent. 

A rapid descent brought us to the car about 
8 P.M. The cloud cap of early morning had re-
turned and was expanding down the mountain 
behind us. Before we had driven out of the Park, 
the cap from above had joined black clouds boil-
ing up from below, resulting in an electrical 
storm that started the worst fires in the Park for 
years. For once no one bemoaned a rapid depart-
ure from the mountain that had once again al-
lowed our boot tread on previously untouched 
rock and ice. 

A portion of a colorfully 
painted map of Mount Rainier National Park 

by Dee Molenaar. The complete 
24-inch by 36-inch map sheet can be obtained at 

mountaineering stores, or directly from 
Dee Molenaar, 4519 Apple Ave., Olympia, 

Washington 98502. $1.95 plus tax. 
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The Baranof Deep glacier-carved, forested fiords nail deep into the 
mountain range on all sides of the Island. 

Glaciers develop on all exposures of 4,000- to 
5,000-foot mountains. Most are cirque- or cliff- 
type. 

12 

Baranof Island, one of the largest in southeast-
ern Alaska, is approximately 100 miles long and 
25 miles wide at the widest point. The Baranof 
Mountains run full length, reaching a climax of 
5,400 feet at about the center of the island. 

All sides of the island have long, deep glacier-
carved forested fiords nailing deep into the 
mountain range. The southwest side, which is 
exposed to the Pacific Ocean, has the longest 
fiord, about 15 miles. 

Glaciation is very heavy, perhaps the heaviest 
of any North Pacific island. In extent, it is quite 
similar to the southern British Columbia Coast 
Range and the North Cascades in Washington 
State, although occurring at much lower eleva-
tions. 

Most glaciers are cirque or cliff type, but there 
are some beautiful valley glaciers three to five 
miles long. The largest mountain massif is liter-
ally buried in ice of several square miles and has 



S1TKA 

SOUND 

Mountains 
By Gordon Middleton 

three valley glaciers radiating from its flanks. By 

western standards, it is not high, being 5,400 

feet, but interior valleys are low, about 500 feet, 

so there is a lot of relief. 
The route of the Alaska State ferry system to 

Sitka on Baranof Island travels up Chatham 

Strait paralleling the northeast side of this beau-

tifully rugged range. Since there are few roads 

and trails on the island, accessibility is a problem 

for some areas, but distances aren't great be-

cause of the compactness of the range. Boats and 

float planes offer the best means to get you 

started if you wish to explore this rugged and 

spectacularly beautiful piece of island real estate. 

The weather is very mild, summer tempera-

tures rarely getting to 80 degrees and winter 

temperatures rarely getting below 0 degrees F. 

The larger animals are Sitka Blacktail Deer, 

Rocky Mountain Goat, Brown Bear, Otter and 
Mink. 

13 



The longest level section 
of the John Muir Trail meanders nine miles through 

Lye11 Canyon from Tuolumne Meadows. 

A family backpack camp along the LyeII Fork of the 

Tuolumne River. 
Looking back down 

LyeII Canyon from near Upper LyeII Base Camp. 

•••- 

Mt. Lyell and Mt. McClure can be seen in the distance 

from beautiful Lye11 Canyon. 



ackc tr 
by Craig Forrest 

SUMMIT Photos 

For pleasurable backpacking through high 

alpine country Yosemite National Park's back- 

country, north and south of Tuolumne Meadows, 

is outstanding. Surprisingly, it is not as crowded 

as the High Sierra region to the south. 

The area north of the Tuolumne Canyon is a 

high glaciated country resembling a huge amphi-

theater sloping southwest to the Tuolumne River. 

Watercourses have cut the surface into many 

parallel canyons and ridges, through which wind 

a system of trails. There are many beautiful 

meadows, flowers, forests, streams and lakes. It 

is a delightful place to roam and camp. 

On the northern border of the park, the Saw-

tooth Ridge juts out in rugged alpine splendor 

that is unequaled any farther north in the Sierra 

Nevada. Six glaciers lie on the eastern side of the 

crest. 
From Soda Springs in Tuolumne Meadows a 

trail descends gradually for 7 miles along the 

north side of the Tuolumne River to Glen Aulin 

High Camp. Beyond Glen Aulin the trail ascends 

up Cold Canyon, alternating between meadows 

and lodgepole forests. After leaving the head of 

Cold Canyon, water and camping spots are scarce 

until you descend to Return Creek in Virginia 

Canyon. From here a trail goes over a small ridge 

and up Spiller Creek for a short distance before 

ascending steeply to Miller Lake. From Miller 

Lake the trail switchbacks down to beautiful 

Matterhorn Canyon, 21 miles from Soda Springs. 

At the head of Matterhorn Canyon 7 miles up-

stream, is Burro Pass, takeoff point for climbing 

Matterhorn Peak. 
From Burro Pass you can return to Matter-

horn Canyon by making a circuit tour via Kerrick 

Canyon, Seavey Canyon and Benson Pass, or  

follow a knapsack route down Slide Canyon, up 

Camp Creek and cross country to Wilson Creek 

and Matterhorn Canyon. 
The area south of Tuolumne Meadows is domi-

nated by the Cathedral Range, with Mt. Lye11, 

13,411', highest peak in the park at one end and 

Cathedral Peak, 10,933' at the other end. 

Impressive Cathedral Peak has many challeng-

ing routes for rock climbers. Near the south base 

of the peak is Budd Lake, a beautiful camping 

site in a high alpine setting. It can be reached 

via a faint trail up Budd Creek from the Cathe-

dral Lakes parking area in Tuolumne Meadows. 

From Budd Lake there is easy access for climbers 

to Unicorn, Cockscomb and Echo Peaks. Also, the 

lake seems to have an abundance of fish. 

From Tuolumne Meadows the John Muir Trail 

follows the Lye11 Fork of the Tuolumne River 

through the magnificent Lye11 Canyon where the 

river meanders through huge meadows and 

forests of lodgepole pine for a distance of nine 

miles to Lower Lye11 Base Camp. From there the 

trail ascends steeply past Middle Base Camp to a 

small meadow near timberline. This is the last 

wooded campsite for an ascent of Mt. Lye11 via 

Lye11 Glacier, the second largest in California 

south of Mt. Shasta. 
About one-half mile beyond the meadow you 

leave the Muir Trail where the trail turns sharply 

to the northeast (the Climber's Guide says 

"southwest") and follow a ducked route to the 

foot of the glacier for the ascent of Mt. Lye11. To 

avoid undue labor on soft snow, get a before-

dawn start for the peak. An ice axe and rope 

should be carried. Depending on the time of the 

year, crampons may be desired. 
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At the other end of the Cathedral Range, Cathedral Peak stands like a 
sentinel. 

Cathedral Peak from near Cathedral Lake. 
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This high mountain meadow at the foot of Mt. LyeII pro-
vides an excellent campsite. 

Suncups on the Lye11 Glacier. View toward the meadow 
shown above. 



Cathedral Peak from Budd Lake. 

Echo Peaks from Budd Lake. 

Tuolumne Falls. 
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Cathedral Lakes. John Muir Trail in foreground. 
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Descending snowfield into isolated Matterhorn Canyon. 

Little frequented is this trail up Cold Canyon north of 

Tuolumne Meadows. 

The south face of Matterhorn Peak from Burro Pass at the 

head of Matterhorn Canyon. 

The north face of Matterhorn Peak. 
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Few think of the Apennines as a climber's 
range. Sandwiched in between the Alps on the 
north and the hulking mass of Etna to the south, 
they are usually written off as a string of low, 
though rugged, hills—a picturesque place to 
perch castles and a romantic backdrop for Salva-
tor Rosa's landscapes and Washington Irving's 
Tales of the Italian Banditti, but with little to 
offer the mountaineer. 

Such dismissal is unjustified, for in the 
Abruzzi, where the brooding crags of Monte 
Corno soar to 9,560 feet, Italy's backbone range 
climaxes in an orgy of mountain splendor. Here 
wandered Childe Harold, Byron's eternal pilgrim. 
Here Luigi Amadeo, Duke of the Abruzzi, learned 
the love that in 1922 led him to renounce the 
throne of Albania for the vaster throne of the 
high places. And here, in July of 1958, came I, a 
refugee from Chamonix, where a siege of bad 
weather had frustrated all attempts to climb 
Mont Blanc. 

In retrospect, Monte Corno proved a unique 
experience in a region virtually incognito to the 
American climber. Fresh from ascents of Monte 
Rosa, the Matterhorn, and the Monch, I yet found 
the highest Apennine a worthy climax to a sea-
son that was to have ended atop the highest Alp. 

Atlases may refer to the Apennines' highest 
peak by any of three names. Gran Sasso d'Italia 
is a massif, culminating in the twin peaks of 
Monte Corno. The higher southern peak, the 
Corno Grande (9,560 ft.), is separated from the 
lower, but more rugged, Corno Piccolo by a deep 
saddle. 

From Giulianova, an Adriatic fishing village on 
the rail line from Milan, busses make the eight-
een-mile run inland to Teramo. Located at the 
juncture of the coastal plain with the eastern 
foothills, Teramo has a modern hotel, and is the 
logical base for mountaineering in the Gran 
Sasso. Each morning a bus leaves Teramo for the 
climb, through magnificent gorges, past impos- 
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sible villages clinging like aeries to the hillsides, 
to a mountain inn at the foot of Monte Corno. 
This same bus returns in the evening, so that the 
reasonably fit climber can make an ascent of 
either the Corno Grande or the Corno Piccolo 
from Teramo in a single day. The Corno Grande 
is long, rugged, and tiring, but not technical. 
There is no non-technical route up the pinnacles 
forming the castellated summit ridge of the 
Corno Piccolo. 

From the roadhead the route diagonals to the 
left up a steep slope of very green—and very 
slippery—grass towards a shoulder of the Corno 
Piccolo. There a small shrine to the Madonna 
marks the start of the trail to the saddle. With 
its endless switchbacks, this trail reminded me 
of the path from Mirror Lake to Whitney Pass 
in the Sierra Nevada. In general it was well 
maintained, but at one point, where it had been 
carved from the sheer face of the mountain, a 
spring avalanche had obliterated all traces of the 
way. It was necessary to cross using holds on the 
wall, and as the position was exposed, an unex-
pected element of class three climbing was in-
jected into an otherwise easy trail climb. 

The trail ends at the saddle. To the right the 
Corno Piccolo rises in a Gothic jumble of turrets 
and gendarmes. To the left the wall of the Corno 
Grande looks scarcely less rugged, but resolves 
itself into nothing more formidable than a series 
of class two scrambles. Paint blazes on the rock 
mark parts of the route as, via a succession of 
ledges, it bears to the right towards the west 
shoulder of the peak. Both the blazes and the 
character of the ledges again reminded me of an 
American climb, in this case the Standard Route 
on Long's Peak, Colorado. From the shoulder a 
short, easy walk to the east leads to the summit, 
where an iron cross marks the highest point in 
the Apennines. 

In any direction the view from the top is im-
posing. To the west, the massif of l'Aquila, sec- 



By James Powell 

ond only to the Gran Sasso, exhibits extensive 
snowfields, even in mid-July. Beyond, the range 
looses its Alpine character, as ridge after round-
ed ridge sinks imperceptibly to end seventy-five 
miles to the southwest in the Alban Hills near 
Rome. To the east, the escarpment is more dra-
matic, falling abruptly through a series of wild 
gorges to the coastal plain. The sea is only 
twenty-five miles away, and there are those who 
claim that on a clear day you can see Yugoslavia. 
Since the Adriatic is here over 100 miles wide, 
such people must have very good eyesight—or a 
very good imagination. 

Though seldom visited by foreign climbers, the 
Abruzzi Apennines are popular with Italian 
mountaineers, both for their intrinsic interest 
and as a training ground for the Dolomites and 
the Alps. On my own ascent of the Como Grande 
I found a group from the Italian Alpine Club on 
the summit. They had climbed from the west. As 
a cable lift extends to a considerable height on 
this side of the mountain, it probably offers a 
shorter and easier route than the eastern ap-
proach described here. 

From the saddle I made most of the descent in 
a long glissade down a snow-filled gully to the 
left of my ascent route. This allowed me to by-
pass the bad spot on the trail, and provided a last 
finale to one of the most enjoyable days I have 
ever spent in the hills. For Monte Corno, while 
not Mont Blanc, yet atones with a somber mag-
nificence all its own for what it may lack in Al-
pine height and difficulty. 

Start of the climb is this mountain meadow. Como Grande, 
center. To the left a satellite peak of the Gran Sasso. 

The summit of the Corno Grande (9,560 ft.), the highest 
point in the Apennines. The people are members of the 
Italian Alpine club. 
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This spring and early summer, more climbers 
visited Yosemite Valley than ever before. Activ-
ity was intense, and numerous difficult ascents 
were made. Considerable attention was devoted 
to short, severe, free-climbing problems. Climbs 
of 5.10 (the hardest free climbs) were ascended 
with growing frequency. The era of the 5.10 
route is now firmly established, and ambitious 
cragsmen are knocking on the door of 5.11! 

This spring, two French alpinists, Jacques Du-
pont and Andre Gaunt, made the first foreign 
ascent of the 3,000-foot South Buttress of El 
Capitan. Both are guides in Chamonix, and both 
were ski instructors at Yosemite's Badger Pass 
last winter. The first ascent of this route was 
done in 1958, in 45 days spaced over a period of 
a year and a half. The second ascent, done with-
out fixed lines, took 7 days. This was the sixth 
ascent, and after six days of thirsty climbing 
(they had lost part of their water on the first 
day), they reached the summit on April 30, 1966. 

This route was also climbed by two American 
parties this spring. One was composed of Galen 
Rowell of California and Tom Fender.of Colorado. 
Dave Dornan, of Colorado, and two New Yorkers, 
Richard Willianis and A. Leemets, made up the 
other party. 

The 1,100-foot overhanging west face of the 
Leaning Tower, the easiest Grade VI in the val-
ley, attracted considerable attention from climb-
ers in April and May. Cuck Pratt and Steve 
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Mark Powell, one of the original pioneers of the South 
Buttress (the Nose) on El Capitan, leading the first climb 
up Stoveleg Crack. Photo by William A. Feuerer 

Roper made the first one-day ascent. Roper also 
made the first one-day ascent of the great face 
of Half Dome with Jeff Foote. 

The elegant west face of Sentinel Rock was 
climbed by Roper, Allen Steck and Richard Long. 
This was the fifth ascent of this strenuous route. 
This trio also made what was, at the time of this 
writing, the most important climb of the season, 
the third ascent of the Salathe' Wall. This mag-
nificent 3,000-foot route on the southwest face of 
El Capitan is one of the world's finest rock 
climbs, perhaps the finest. The party passed the 
last night suspended from an overhanging head-
wall, 2,700 feet above the talus. The summit was 
reached on the sixth day. 

Yosemite 

Climbing 
By Royal Robbins 



AMERICANS IN THE ALPS 
By Royal Robbins 

Rumors of mysterious stirrings in the eastern 
Alps have come floating across the snowy sum-
mits forming the backbone of Europe. An un-
known American, (let's call him "Fred Pooper") 
is said to have entered a hut in the Italian Dolo-
mites, that climber's paradise of fantastic lime-
stone walls and towers. Inside, Fred spied two 
Englishmen who had just climbed the magnifi-
cent Cassin Route on the north face of the Cima 
Quest Di Laverado. 

"Took you chaps rather a long time on the 
Cassin, didn't it ?" 

Following this gracious introduction, Fred con-
tinued, "I recently soloed the Brandler Hasse on 
the Cima Grande. (A creditable accomplish-
ment.) 

"But I'm not interested in doing routes like the 
Cassin. I'm now making a new route on the Cima 
Quest, bolting straight over the roofs !" 

Doubtless, we will hear more about the above 
in the future. On the other side of the coin are 
the recent feats of Gary Hemming in the Mt. 
Blanc massif. Gary has been doing some remark-
able solo climbing on respectable ice climbs. Gary  

does his climbing at night, when there is a mini-
mum danger of rockfall or avalanche. On the 
night of June 12, 1966, he climbed the Coutrier 
Couloir on the Aiguille Verte in 31/2  hours. Far 
more significant, Gary soloed the north face of 
the Triolet in 10 hours on June 16, 1966. He re-
ports that the ascent was all cramponing except 
for about 60 steps cut with his ice axe. 

Gary is doing big routes in a style which re-
quires inner resources and skill, and this merits 
our respect. Solo climbing is an interesting, but 
dangerous game. Since it is an intensely personal 
test, one can learn more about certain aspects of 
oneself climbing alone than with a companion. 
But, let the would-be sober beware, and carefully 
weigh the risks, before starting out alone. There 
are many tales of men, dead in the mountains, 
who would have been alive had they been with a 
friend. Having issued this warning, we will state 
our belief that, if a man wishes to take the great-
er risks of solo climbing for the, in some respects, 
greater rewards, he should be perfectly free to 
do so. 
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Universal Field Equipment Co. 
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WHAT 
Even if climbing equipment were perfect, there 

would remain other problems to provide suffi-
cient challenge on the way to the top. There can 
be little argument that equipment which in-
creases the safety margin without detracting 
from the enjoyment of a climb is desirable; un-
fortunately most safety equipment does in some 
measure detract from the image of the happy 
soloist moving gracefully from hold to hold with 
nothing to slow him down but the sandwich in 
his back pocket. However, it is the increased 
safety margin provided by equipment and tech-
nique which enables most climbers to justify 
their climbing as a reasonable, non-suicidal way 
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of exercising their spirits, minds, and groaning 
bodies. Somewhere between the stripped soloist 
shouting "Speed is safety" and the equipmentist 
so buried under gear that he is unable to get to 
the base of the climb, most climbers find their 
own compromise. 

Once the decision to use a given piece of equip-
ment has been taken, there remain two ques-
tions: how effective is the equipment, and which 
of the different types available is the best? 
Climbing equipment has undergone revolutionary 
changes in recent years, and although the new 
equipment is (usually) far superior to that pre-
viously available, most climbers have little basis 
on which to answer the questions posed above. 
However, as experience is gained, and bits and 
pieces of research done, some information can be 
provided as a guide. 

During the past ten months in London, I have 
been fortunate in working with the Equipment 
Subcommittee of the British Mountain Council 
(BMC). Britain is an active member of the Union 
Internationale Associations d'Alpinisme (UIAA) , 
and through the BMC I have caught up on much 
of the work they and the UIAA have done on 
climbing equipment during the past few years. 
In this article I will describe some results of 
tests on climbing equipment and summarize the 
THAA standards which have been established, 
and will also discuss more generally some climb-
ing equipment problems as they relate to safety. 

PITONS 
Piton failure, almost always by pulling out of 

the crack, is the only frequent failure of modern 
climbing safety equipment. The choice of the 
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IS A "SAFE" PITON? 
By John Armitage 

best piton and estimation of its probable holding 

power under various conditions involves a blend 

of Climbing mythology, guesswork, and strong 

optimism. It now seems that jig testing of pitons 

is of very limited usefulness, valuable mainly for 

detecting eye weakness or blade brittleness; it is 

only by field tests simulating as nearly as pos-

sible the conditions under which pitons are actu-

ally used that we can decide which pitons to use 

and how much to trust them. There is good reason 

to believe that static testing (applying the force 

over several minutes) gives a realistic measure 

of a piton's holding power in actually holding a 

fall. This is because in a technical sense, a climb-

er's fall onto a piton is "slow". Leonard and Wex-

ler's early tests (Belaying the Leader, Pg. 21) 

showed that commonly used pitons often had 

very low holding power, and that further testing 

was badly needed. Ed Leeper's tests of 37 of his 

Z-section pitons indicate that in good granite his 

pitons provide more than adequate holding power 

in horizontal cracks, but that in vertical and out-

pull cracks only the very well placed ones are 

adequate for good fifth class protection. (This is 

in no way a criticism of Ed's pitons—in fact, 

other tests show that they are among the best.) 

Following is a summary of piton testing done 

in Scotland by Dr. L. J. Griffin on almost every 

type of piton available. Most of the testing was 

done in horizontal cracks, and it is clear that ade-

quate and reliable protection is available from 

good pitons in horizontal cracks. This summer 

extensive testing is being done in vertical and 

outpull cracks; the preliminary results are spotty 

and indicate that a good deal of caution is needed, 

especially where the parallel-sided shape of the  

cracks does not help the piton develop holding 

power. In this type of vertical crack, it does not 

seem possible to estimate reliably the piton's 

holding power. It looks like the blade cross-sec-

tion is important, with the biting edges of the 

chrome-moly angle and Z-section developing 

greater holding power than the solid blade. The 

best placed angles and Z-sections are good for 

2,000 - 4,000 lbs., but which ones are "best 

placed" can only be determined by testing them 

to failure. The piton design, crack shape, nature 

of rock, and hammer power (especially for the 

solid bladed piton) are all more important in the 

vertical and outpull crack than in the horizontal 
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Pitons continued 

crack. If the vertical taper of a vertical crack can 
be used to wedge the piton in the direction of the 
load, it then performs more like a horizontal 
piton. 

SUMMARY OF PITON TESTS 
Field tests on the holding power of pitons in 

rock have been carried out by the National En-
gineering Laboratory, East Kilbride, Scotland. 
105 pitons of various types were driven into a 
wide variety of cracks in two types of rock (one 
a very hard, strong volcanic rock and the other a 
very soft, weak sandstone) and then loaded. The 
force required either to break the piton or to 
extract it bodily from the crack was measured 
precisely. The following points were established 
with regard to the use of pitons for fifth class 
protection and belay anchors. 

(a) The holding power of a considerable pro- 

portion of the range of European-manufactured 
pitons is dangerously inadequate. This is due pri-
marily to bad design and secondly to the use of 
soft steel. 

A climber's assessment of the holding 
power of a piton will always overestimate the 
holding power of a badly designed piton (often 
dangerously so) and will often over-estimate the 
holding power of a reasonably designed piton of 
soft steel. 

For horizontal cracks an adequate holding 
power can be produced reliably and consistently 
over the range of practical conditions, but only 
by proper design of the head and blade of the 
piton and by the use of high tensile alloy steel or 
other high-strength material. (At present only 
American (and possibly one German) pitons sat-
isfy these requirements.) 

For vertical cracks adequate holding power 
can not be assured reliably. The highest level of 
design and the use of high tensile alloy steel or 
other high-strength material will always produce 
the maximum holding power in any given circum-
stances, and even this is likely to be adequate 
only in a good crack. 

In very wide horizontal cracks high hold-
ing power is available from large V-angle pitons 
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(bong-bongs) of high-strength steel or light 
alloy. 

(f) If a piton can not be hammered all the way 
into a crack the holding power is much reduced. 
The holding power can be increased by clipping  

the carabiner through a loop of strong nylon 
sling (or rope) placed around the blade of the 
piton and as close as possible to the rock. 

PITON DESIGN 

A piton which is suitable for safety applica-
tions must conform to the following points: 

The distance between the carabiner and the 
edge of the crack is critical and must be kept as 
short as possible to ensure the minimum bending 
moment about the blade. With a circular eye this 
will be achieved by keeping the shoulder to cen-
ter of eye distance small and the eye itself should 
be no bigger than necessary. An elliptical eye can 
greatly reduce the holding power of a piton. If 
such an eye must be used then the axis of the 
eye must be inclined so that when a single cara-
biner is under load it will always locate at the 
lowest point of the eye, as close as possible to the 
shoulder; if two carabiners are used this will be 
effective only if the load comes on the inner one 
and then only in horizontal cracks. 

The shape of the shoulder must ensure that 
only a very limited amount of bending of the 
head about the blade is possible (in a horizontal 
crack) before the shoulder comes into contact 
with the rock (this greatly reduces the extractive 
components of the force on the piton). (Not nec- 

to page 32, please 
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Suggestions for 
As a result of the recent serious 

mountaineering accidents in the Maroon 
Bells area in Colorado, the Aspen Ski 
Club and the Mountain Rescue Service 
have joined forces with the U.S. Forest 
Service in the organization of a regis-
ter system for all back-country hikers 
or mountain climbers. Any hikers head-
ed for seldom-traveled trails or doing 
any mountain climbing are asked to 
sign in and out before and after their 
trip. 

The registration center is located at 
the Aspen Ski Club in the Opera House 
(925-3125). Other points of registration 
are the Rossitter Memorial Building 
(Mountain Rescue Headquarters), the 
U.S. Forest Service in Aspen, Maroon 
Lake, and Snowmass Creek parking 
lot. 

The Maroon Bells have a grim record 
of needless fatal accidents, eight of 
them in a period of twenty months. 
Why? The following pointers have been 
gathered from others. . . after it was 
too late. 

Are you in Shape? Acclimated? You 
must climb over 4,600 vertical feet 
from where you park your car to the 
14,156-foot summit of North Maroon 
Peak and then back down again. Fa- 
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4725 30th Ave. N.E., Seattle 98105 

tigue causes bad judgement and care-

lessness, and both have killed on thil.  

mountain. A full day should be allowed 

— a high camp and an early start save 

time and strength. Reconnoiter the 

morning's approach the evening before, 

and be on your way at first light. Re-

member to set your limit; know it, and 

turn back when any member of the 

party cannot safely continue. 

Deceptive and Deadly is the best 

way to describe the gradient, snow, 

and rock conditions on this peak. The 

rock is loose, shattered, and down-

sloping, piton cracks frequently unre-

liable, and adequate belay stances 

often hard to come by. Watch the gul-

lies when it warms up. Don't be taken 

in by that 3rd class gradient —it's a 

long way down with nothing in between. 

Belay where you are safe from dis-

lodged rock. Keep the leads short and 

reasonable and keep an eye on the 

temperature: is the rock frozen to the 

mountain, or ready to come down? What 

about the snow? The dry snow of this 

rregion consolidates poorly into hard-

pack, and that solid surface may cover 

sugar snow or last winter's windslab. 

Climbing Equipment: Adequate moun-

tain boots, nothing less; ice axe and 

crampons for snow and ice; hardware 

for protection (chrome-moly pitons may 

lever out the block you're nailing; have 

some soft iron along); the right kind of 

clothing. Above all, a hard hat—lives 

have been saved if hard hats had been 

worn and their chin straps buckled. 

What About Bivouac Gear? Without it 

a long night at high altitudes will  

weaken you and open the door for an 

accident. An experienced climber is 

ready for anything. A recommended 

bare minimum is: bivouac sack, poncho 

or tarp, warm clothing and extra sox, 

cagoule or parka, and plenty of food. If 

you are not prepared to bivouac, es-

tablish a turnaround time that will get 

you off the mountain, delays included, 

before dark. If you must bivouac, set 

up before nightfall or earlier. Anchor 

yourself and your gear. Get as much 

rest as possible. 

Where Are We? Study your route be-

forehand. Check with those who have 

climbed the route. Add their informa-

tion to that from the guide book in the 

form of a "topo"— a schematic draw-

ing with pertinent information that can 

be pulled for quick reference while 

climbing. Have a map and compass — 

you have a lot of ground to cover in 

uncertain mountain weather. 
These suggestions are not intended 

as a handbook or substitute for knowl-

edge or skill. They are merely the 

background of eight fatalities, a re-

minder that danger exists even for the 

skilled. Most of the persons killed on 

the Maroon Bells were experienced 

climbers. Enjoy the freedom of the 

hills, but approach them with respect. 

Just Published 
"Mountain World 1964-1965" $6.95 

(Postpaid. In California, add 280 tax.) 
1962-1963 $6.95 

1958-1959, 1956-1957 $6.00 each 
1955, 1954 $2.00 each 

Dawson's Book Shop 
550 S. Figueroa Street 

Los Angeles, California 9.0017 

ALPINE HUT "SIERRA" BAG 
Designed and made expressly for 

the Alpine Hut 
Perfect for the weekend sportsman who 
packs his own gear. Filled with 100% 
prime down ... I-beam .construction 
eliminates cold seams ... rip-stop nylon 
inner and outer shell. With Alpine Hut 
waterproof stuff sack. $49.95 

ALPINE HUT "GLACIER" BAG 
Exclusive with the Alpine Hut 

4-lb. bag designed for the serious out-
doorsman. For year-round climbing, hik-
ing, camping. I-beam construction, filled 
with 21/2  lbs. of 100% prime down ... 
rip-stop nylon inner and outer shell. 
With waterproof stuff sack. $57.50 

ALPINE HUT "K-1" BAG 
The Alpine Hut's expeditionary bag 

The ultimate in expedition bags any 
season, any terrain. Overlapping tube 
construction throughout. Filled with 3 
lbs. of 100% prime goose down ... 
strongest of nylon inner and outer shells. 
Total weight, 43/4  lb. With waterproof 
stuff sack. $69.50 

Climbing in the Maroon Bells 
By the Mountain Rescue Service and Aspen Ski Club 

CUSTOM CLIMBING BOOTS One piece upper, all leather 
lined, double stitched soles 

and Vibram soles screwed and 

cemented on. Guaranteed 
satisfactory fit. Write for 

measuring instructions. 
We also have down sleeping 

bags, down jackets, and other 
climbing gear. 

Information mailed on request. 

PETER LIMMER & SONS 
Intervale, New Hampshire $38.50, plus postage, made to order 
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The finest and most complete stock of imported, 
domestic and custom-made camping and 

climbing equipment in the world. 

GREAT VALUES AT CO-OP PRICES! 

Patronage Dividends to Members 

Write for Free 

48-Page Illustrated Catalog 
1525-F 11th Avenue 
Seattle, Wash. 98122 
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n e w 
BACKPACK COOKERY 
by Ruth Mendenhall 
Complete — Concise — A good blend of 
backpackers foods and those from 
the supermarket $1.00 

Again available — 

CLOSE UPS OF THE HIGH SIERRA 
by Norman Clyde 
A collection of articles written by this 
greatest of all High Sierra Climbers. 
Mops, photos.   

LA SIESTA PRESS 
Box 406, Glendale, Calif. 92109 

Letters 
Dear Editor: 

I have a French recipe for honey 
bread whiCh we have used on many 
backpack trips and have found very 
satisfactory. For those who want a 
rich, heavy bread, but do not care for 
pumpernickel and the like, this would 
be excellent fare. It was carried on an 
early season Sierra Club trip that my 
husband led this spring, and the only  

complaint was that there wasn't enough 
of it. 

It may be baked two or three days 
ahead of time, wrapped securely and 
"aged" until the day before departure. 
I like to slice it thick and spread each 
slice with butter, then wrap each day's 
supply separately. It packs well, and 
if kept wrapped, keeps very well for a 
full week. 

Honey Bread 
3/4 cup honey 
1 cup granulated sugar 
21/2  cups flour 
1 teaspoon soda 
1 teaspoon cinnamon 
I pinch nutmeg 

Put honey in large bowl. Slowly add 
sifted dry ingredients. Mix well. Add 
1 cup boiling water. Line loaf pan with 
buttered paper and fill 2/3 full with 
mixture. Bake in moderate oven (about 
350 -375 degrees) for 11/2  hours. Allow 
to cool before removing from pan. Nuts 
and candied peel may be added to 
batter. 

Mary A. Kundert 
Alameda, California 

Learn and Prepare Today 

for Your Trip Tomorrow 

BASIC MOUNTAINEERING 
126 pages of instructions in safe 

mountaineering. 
If not available in book or mountaineer-
ing stores near you, write us direct. 

Include $2.00. 
Sierra Club, San Diego Chap. B 

P.O. Box 525, San Diego, California 



Mountaineering 
Guide Service 
Climbing Carnp Sessions 

Guided Climbs 
Equipment Rental 
Instruction 
Glacier Tours 

Supplies 

Big Pine, Calif. 
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Dear Editor: 

I found the article on the Mt. Rainier 

cloud cap (Summit, April, 1966) inter-

esting, and would like to add a couple 

of thoughts. 

In the five times I have been to Mt. 

Rainier, I have noticed that the cloud 

cap often forms about 10 o'clock. This 

gives a party time to be on the way 

down from the summit by then. Climb-

ing into a cloud cap, as done by one 

of the parties on the Ingraham Glacier 

Memorial Day, 1964, is an invitation to 

trouble. 

We were on the summit at 8:15 that 

morning and met the other Ingraham 

Glacier party about 11 A.M. at 13,000 

feet; the cloud cap had already formed 

above us and was moving down the 

mountain very rapidly. It moved down 

to about 10,500 feet and was still 

there when we reached Paradise Rang-

er station that evening. This experi-

ence again points out the necessity of 

an early start on such a big and inter-

esting mountain, and the consequences 

of attempting to follow footprints in a 

whiteout. 

Mark McLaughlin 

Eugene, Oregon 

TIIE PALISADES SIERRA NEVADA CALIFORNIA  

Dear Editor: 

During an indoor demonstration of the 

use of various types of climbing and 

caving equipment at our college, we 

witnessed the failure of a steel cable 

caving ladder. One of the end thimbles 

came loose under the weight of a 

single climber. Fortunately, there were 

no injuries. 

The end of the cable was wrapped 

around the thimble and then "fixed" 

to itself by a band which was crimped. 

The cable simply slipped free of this 

band. 

Ours was a "lucky" accident. Shortly 

before this incident, the ladder had 

been used in caves. We urge the own-

ers of other ladders of this type to 

have the fastenings thoroughly tested 

before use. 

Kenneth Sole 

Brooklyn, New York 

CLASSIFIED 
Ten cents per word. Payment must be 

enclosed with all orders. 

West Ridge has the DOLT(TM) super 

holster for rock climbers. Tell your 

local mountaineering equipment store 

to get it. It is a super design. Remem-

ber DOLT(TM) helps you. DOLT(TM), 

Box 2726, Santa Monica, Calif. 90405. 

FOR SALE: 1965 issues of SUMMIT, 

complete sets only, unbound, $6.00, 

postpaid. Write SUMMIT magazine, Big 

Bear Lake, California 92315. 

BEARTOOTH OUTING. August 8-19, 

1966. In the majestic Alpland of Mon-

tana which is rarely visited by hikers 

or mountaineers. Superb fishing. An 

outstanding staff will direct the activi-

ties, including several Austrian climb-

ing leaders. Inquire for brochure. Iowa 

Mountaineers, P.O. Box 163, Iowa City, 

Iowa 52240. 

FOR SALE: Excellent Gerry Kiddie 

Pack, $14.95 new; sell for $10, post-

paid. Glenn Coury, 5506 Tallow Lane, 

Houston, Texas 77021. 

Don't let .cold nights crack 
you up. Get a Trailvvist 
Slimline Bag from The Ski 
Hut 

Write for our 52-THE SKI HUT page color catalog 
of sleeping bags, 

1615 UNIVERSITY AVE packs, and down 
BERKELEY 3, CALIF clothing. 



STARK REALITY 

...a.rewarding experience 

,-IIVEST RIDGE 
mountaineering 

12010 west plc.:, blvd, lo s angeles phone 477-5250 

Piton S continued from page 27 

essary where the blade is strong enough to pre-
vent significant bending.) 

3. The head must be sufficiently rigid not to 
deform significantly under the loads imposed. 

4.- The blade of the piton must possess maxi-
mum rigidity for its section and weight. This 
necessitates the use of high-strength material 
and a cross-section which is inherently stiff. 

5. The steel used must display a high degree 
of toughness, even at low temperatures. The 
overall degree of quality control during the man-
ufacturing process, and in particular during heat 
treatment, must conform to the highest indus-
trial standards to avoid any possibility of brittle-
ness. 

GUIDE TO HOLDING POWER OF WELL 
PLACED PITONS IN HORIZONTAL CRACKS 

Hard, volcanic rock Soft sandstone 
Well designed, high strength 

2,800 - 5,000 lbs. 2,000 - 4,200 lbs. 
Well designed, soft steel 

1,400 - 4,200 lbs. 1,100 - 2,200 lbs. 
Badly designed, soft steel 

500 - 2,000 lbs. 420 - 1,800 lbs. 
It should be gratifying to those who have de-

veloped the American chrome-moly piton that 
they are at the top of the list: well designed and 
of high-strength material. A few European pi-
tons are moderately well designed although of 
low strength material; several European pitons 
incorporate simultaneously all of the poor design 
features! It should be noted that a rounded 
shoulder on a thin piton often increases the 
bending moment in addition to not providing 
shoulder support, and is therefore doubly bad. A 
ring piton, if the head and blade are well de-
signed and if the strength of the ring (weld) can 
be assured, is an excellent design. 

If a chrome-moly piton is heat treated for 
maximum strength when used properly, the 
blade may snap at fairly low loads if the piton 
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is used improperly. It is especially important to 
use a chrome-moly angle piton right side up, with 
the rounded backbone of the piton on top and the 
open edges on the bottom. Gerry Cunningham 
found (SUMMIT, 1962: June, pg. 2; July, pg. 
24) that a large chrome-moly angle, tempered 
for best strength if used properly, had the fol-
lowing failure loads at the eye: fully driven, 
right side up, 4200 lbs.; fully driven, upside 
down, 2200 lbs.; 11/2  inches protruding, upside 
down, much less than 1000 lbs. Chouinard and 
Frost have pointed out more recently that this is 
another reason why it is important to tie-off 
pitons which are not driven in their full length, 
since a large bending moment drastically increas-
es the strain on the blade, and if it is too hard to 
bend it may snap. A softer heat-treatment would 
provide more safety with a mis-used piton, but 
would lower the performance and re-usability of 
a properly used piton. It is wise to always assume 
the piton has been optimized for correct usage, 
and not abuse the other outstanding qualities of 
chrome-moly by sloppy piton placement. 



BISHOP'S 
IJLTIMA),T 

CAN 

WITH STAND 

ANYTHING 
No other tent is so waterproof, breatha-

ble, roomy, easy to erect, and light 

weight. The Bishop Ultimate Tent uses 

a newly designed Blanchard Draw-Tite 

frame, and is an improved version of 

the tents used on the American Everest 

Expedition. Waterproof fly, breathable 

tent; huge, protected window. 2, 4, 6-

man models. Fitted or flat fly. Frost 

Liner. Write for 16-page brochure. 

BISHOP'S 

ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 

Dept. 17, 6804 Millwood Road 

Bethesda, Maryland 20034 

Telephone: 301-652-0156 

ENJOY 
BACK-PACKING 

with 
GERRY CWD outfits 

Tent 
Pack 
Sleeping Bag 

Food 

only 10 lbs. 
other CWD outfits to 20 lbs. 

Send for Gerry's 
FREE Booklet 
"How to enjoy 
Back-Packing" 

Dept.14 2, 
Boulder, 

Colorado, 80301 

Powderhorn 

Mountaineering 

in the 

TETONS 

for your 

complete outdoor needs 

Formerly Barry Corbet's 

"The Outhaus" 

Write: 

Powderhorn Mountaineering 

Box 1228 

Jackson, Wyoming 83001 

We have commissioned one of America's 

most famous makers of down equipment 

to manufacture a new line of sleeping 

bags especially for us.. . 

SPECIFICATIONS: Reg. CV210, 2 lb. 

10 oz. Down. Extra long CV300, 3-lb. 

Down. Ultra light weight rip stop cover 

in a beautiful blue color. Overlapping 

"V" tube construction. 

CV 210, $81.00 CV 300, $89.95 

Send for our free catalog. 

We are highly specialized in mountaineering 

equipment and offer fast mail order service. 

SPORT CHALET 
951 Foothill Blvd. Box 626 

La Canada, California 91011 




